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COOLING in blast chiller
10:26 85 quat sanitizer

3 comp sink and spray bottle
(ppm) 300

Bryan Saulpaugh

Aubrie Welch

2519 - Welch, Aubrie

(336) 703-3131

X

baked potato COOLING at 11:15 58 hot water 3 comp sink 160

kidney beans
prep by handsink
(DISCARDED) 43

goat cheese " 45

fried chicken FINAL COOK 191

cheese Boar's Head case 30

fruit salad SDS case 40

potato salad SDS case 40

cold cuts
prep cooler opposite Sammie
(DISCARDED) 46

pork hot case (DISCARDED) 109

mashed potatoes hot case 168

rice hot case - REHEAT 173

greens FINAL COOK 190

chicken walk-in cooler 41

pot pie filling walk-in cooler 38

bologna refrigerated drawer 39

watermelon salad bar (DISCARDED) 54

tuna salad salad bar (DISCARDED) 57
chicken noodle
soup salad bar 170

chili salad bar 149

lfs161sm@lowesfoods.com



 

Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  LOWES FOODS #161 DELI Establishment ID:  3034010985

Date:  03/17/2023  Time In:  10:15 AM  Time Out:  1:50 PM

Certifications
Name Certificate # Type Issue Date Expiration Date
Tim Roberts Food Service 05/14/2026

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

1 2-103.11 PIC shall ensure rules in the code for food safety and handling are met. 2 prep coolers and salad bar were not
maintaining foods at 41F or below as required. Datemarking, esp. for salad bar, was not complete. The person in charge shall
ensure that employees are properly maintaining the temperatures of time/temperature control for safety foods during hot and
cold holding through daily oversight of the employees' routine monitoring of food temperatures; written procedures and plans,
where specified by Food Code and as developed by the food establishment, are maintained and implemented as required.

13 3-202.15 Package Integrity (Pf) 1 #10 can on can rack was dented on seam (jalapenos). Food packages shall be in good
condition and protect the integrity of the contents so that the food is not exposed to adulteration or potential contaminants. CDI -
can discarded.

16 4-602.11 Equipment Food-Contact Surfaces and Utensils - Frequency (P) When asked about cleaning procedure for cutting
boards at Sammie station, it was stated that they are cleaned at the end of the night; sandwich ingredients including cold cuts
directly contact the cutting boards during preparation of sandwiches. If used with time/temperature control for safety food,
equipment food contact surfaces and utensils shall be cleaned and sanitized throughout the day at least every 4 hours. CDI -
education
4-601.11 (A) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils (Pf) Food debris in 1 metal pan, on
several wooden pizza boards. Food contact surfaces shall be clean to sight and touch. CDI - wooden boards were discarded due
to damage, metal pan placed at sink for re-cleaning.

21 3-501.16 (A) (1) Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Hot and Cold Holding (P) Pork cutlets in hot case were 109F. It is
unknown why these were off temperature; all other foods in this case temped above 140F. Time/temperature control for safety
(TCS) foods held hot shall be maintained at 135F or above. CDI - removed for discard.

22 3-501.16 (A) (2) and (B) Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Hot and Cold Holding (P) - Foods in prep cooler opposite
Sammie case 45-47F (cold cuts, shredded cheese). Foods in prep cooler next to back hand sink 43-47F. Foods on salad bar 52-
57F. At beginning of inspection, numerous food items were sitting out in the kitchen and not actively being worked on - crab
salad, shrimp salad, cold cuts at Sammie prep - these foods were 45-47F. Time/temperature control for safety (TCS) food held
cold shall be maintained at 41F or below. Limit the amount of food items out at one time to maintain safe temperatures. CDI -
salads placed in walk-in cooler, foods in prep coolers discarded; foods from salad bar removed to be weighed for waste.

23 3-501.18 Ready-To-Eat Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Disposition (P) REPEAT - In prep cooler opposite Sammie
case, sliced meat with discard date of 3/14; in refrigerated drawers, bologna and corned beef with use by date 3/16; in walk-in
cooler, lettuce with use by date 3/11, milk 3/06. Date on kidney beans exceeded 7-day time limit. Multiple foods on salad bar
were not dated on the log sheet. Ready to eat, time/temperature control for safety (TCS) food shall be discarded if it exceeds the
time/temperature combination specified (7 days including date of prep/opening); is inappropriately marked with date or day that
exceeds temperature/time combination. CDI - voluntarily discarded.

33 3-501.15 Cooling Methods (Pf) REPEAT - Crab salad prepped this morning was tightly covered with plastic wrap and placed in
walk-in cooler at 46F-47F in the center. When temped again approx. 45 minutes later, it was still 46F. Cooling shall be
accomplished in accordance with the time and temperature criteria (135F to 70F in 2 hrs max; 70F to 41F or below in 4 hrs max)
by using one or more of the following methods based on the type of food being cooled: placing the food in shallow pans;
separating into smaller/thinner portions; using rapid cooling equipment; stirring the food in a container placed in an ice water
bath; using containers that facilitate heat transfer; adding ice as an ingredient; or other effective methods. When placed in
cooling or cold holding equipment, food containers in which food is being cooled shall be arranged in equipment to provide
maximum heat transfer through the container walls; and loosely covered, or uncovered if protected from overhead contamination
during the cooling period to facilitate heat transfer from the surface of the food. CDI - discussion with new manager, manager
stated they will use blast chiller.

40 2-303.11 Prohibition - Jewelry (C) REPEAT - Food employee wearing a watch. Except for a plain ring such as a wedding band,
while preparing food, food employees may not wear jewelry including medical information jewelry on their arms and hands. CDI -
education

44 4-903.11 (A), (B), and (D) Equipment, Utensils, Linens and Single-Service and Single-Use Articles Storing (C) REPEAT -
Buildup/debris in drawers and cabinets used to store utensils, dishes, etc. Food debris on knife racks. Cleaned equipment and
utensils, laundered linens shall be stored in a clean, dry location where they are not exposed to splash, dust, or other
contamination; and at least 6 inches above the floor.



47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment - REPEAT - Prep cooler near back hand sink, prep cooler opposite
Sammie display case, salad bar are not maintaining foods at 41F or below as required. Equipment shall be maintained in a state
of repair and condition that meets Food Code. 
4-202.11 Food-Contact Surfaces - Cleanability (Pf) Wooden pizza paddles with cracks/gaps. Multiuse food contact surfaces shall
be smooth; free of breaks, open seams, cracks, chips, inclusions, pits, and similar imperfections. CDI - PIC discarded.
4-205.10 Food Equipment, Certification and Classification (C) Replace plastic crates with approved shelving that you can clean
underneath. Food equipment shall be used in accordance with the manufacturer's intended use.
4-501.12 Cutting Surfaces (C) Deep cuts/rough finish on cutting boards, esp. those at Sammie station. Surfaces such as cutting
blocks and boards that are subject to scratching and scoring shall be resurfaced if they can no longer be effectively cleaned and
sanitized, or discarded if they are not capable of being resurfaced.

49 4-602.13 Nonfood Contact Surfaces - REPEAT clean as needed, including but not limited to: door tracks of cases, interiors of all
coolers, inside cabinets and drawers, ceiling in walk-in freezer, interior and exterior of blast chiller, etc. Nonfood contact surfaces
of equipment shall be cleaned at a frequency necessary to preclude accumulation of soil residues.

55 6-501.12 Cleaning, Frequency and Restrictions (C)REPEAT - Cleaning is needed throughout, such as dust around ceiling vents,
floor under equipment and in corners, tile and FRP walls where splash/food debris is present, floors in restrooms along
edges/under sinks. Physical facilities shall be cleaned as often as necessary to keep them clean.

Additional Comments
Next inspection for deli is due April 1- June 30.


